


D-Bat Logo
T-Shirt

Keep Your Eye
On the Ball

T-Shirt

Black Hat

White Hat

Glove Conditioner

Wall Bat Hanger
(Use with any size bat)



YOUTH
SERIES (YS)

Our popular youth bat is a big hit

with the younger players ages 4-

12. It complies with Little League

regulations and has a length/

weight ratio between -10 to -12.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

26� - 29�

AVAILABLE COLORS

Get this bat in your favorite team

colors, 17 from which to choose!

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.

SENIOR LEAGUE
SERIES (SL)

D-Bat is the only wood bat manu-

facturer that offers a big barrel

youth bat with a length/weight

ratio of -8. This bat is for the

select player from ages 7-12.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

27� - 29�

AVAILABLE COLORS

Get this bat in your favorite team

colors, 17 from which to choose!

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.



PRO PLAYER
SERIES (PP)

Text has not yet been written. Wait

up, where�s the text...is our

standard -3.

AVAILABLE MODELS (30� - 34�)

� DB-2

� DB-T13

� DB-44

� DB-72

� DB-73

� DB-110

� DB-141

AVAILABLE MODELS (32� - 34�)

� BTS

� BTM

� BTL

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.

PRO STOCK
D-LITE SERIES (PL)

The six models in our Pro D-Lite

series are popular with the

younger players making the

transition from aluminum to wood

and also adult league players. The

length/weight ratio is -4 to -5

which is lighter than our standard

models (-3).

AVAILABLE MODELS (30� - 34�)

� DB-72

� DB-110

� DB-141

� DB-161

� DB-243

� DB-271

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.

� DB-159

� DB-161

� DB-243

� DB-267

� DB-271

� DB-288

� DB-329



PRO CUT
SERIES (PC)

D-BAT Pro Cut Series consists of

the same bats and wood that the

professionals use. Professional

wood normally has 19 grains or

less in most bat models. Pro Cut is

offered in 17 models from

32� - 35�.

AVAILABLE MODELS (32� - 35�)

� DB-2

� DB-T13

� DB-44

� DB-72

� DB-73

� DB-110

� DB-141

� DB-159

� DB-161

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.

SPECIAL
TRACING (ST)

D-Bat offers this unique service to

insure that players can obtain an

exact duplicate of their favorite

bat. Minimum order for special

tracing is two (2) bats.

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the

inside back cover.

� DB-243

� DB-267

� DB-271

� DB-288

� DB-329

� BTS

� BTM

� BTL



BT MODEL

The new BT Model is simply about bat speed. D-Bat

has designed this bat with a tapered barrel. This

design allows a larger sweet spot (5�) and lowers the

balance point significantly. Bat speed increases 3-5

MPH at the same overall weight. The weight, which

is usually at the end of the bat, is relocated to the

hitting area of the bat.

This is a superior design for players making the

transition from aluminum bats to wood bats.

The BT Model comes in three handle sizes:

Small = BTS .920 (with traditional knob)

Medium = BTM .935 (with slightly tapered knob)

Large = BTL .960 (with full tapered knob)

BT models are available in both ash and maple.

AVAILABLE SERIES (32� - 34�)

� PRO STOCK

� PRO CUT

� PRO MAPLE

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the

available colors is located on the inside back cover.



PRO MAPLE
SERIES (PM)

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

32� - 35�

AVAILABLE MODELS

� DB-2

� DB-T13

� DB-44

� DB-72

� DB-73

� DB-110

� DB-141

� DB-159

� DB-161

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the
available colors is located on the
inside back cover.

� DB-243

� DB-267

� DB-271

� DB-288

� DB-329

� BTS

� BTM

� BTL

JUNIOR MAPLE
PRO SERIES (JM)

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

30� - 31�

AVAILABLE MODELS

� DB-2

� DB-T13

� DB-44

� DB-72

� DB-73

� DB-110

� DB-141

AVAILABLE COLORS

Full-dip, half-dip, and two-tone

A color chart showing the
available colors is located on the
inside back cover.

� DB-159

� DB-161

� DB-243

� DB-267

� DB-271

� DB-288

� DB-329



FS SERIES (FS)
This fungo has the traditional profile with a conventional taper from

handle to barrel.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS: 34�, 35�, 36�

AVAILABLE COLORS: Full-dip and half-dip

BP SERIES (BP)
This fungo has a dramatic taper from the neck to the barrel with a

traditional knob.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS: 34�, 35�, 36�

AVAILABLE COLORS: Full-dip and half-dip

73 SERIES (F73)
New D-Bat model! The large flared knob gives this model a

super lightweight feel with a great balance point.

AVAILABLE LENGTHS: 34� and  35� only

AVAILABLE COLORS: Full-dip and half-dip

D-Bat offers strong lightweight ash and maple fungos in 34� (infield), 35� (infield/outfield), and 36�

(outfield) lengths.



ONE HAND TRAINER (OH) - Ash Only
This bat is used to strengthen top or bottom hand in your soft toss and tee drills.

LENGTH: 18�   WEIGHT: 13oz  �  AVAILABLE COLORS: All 17 colors

TOP HAND TRAINER (TH) - Ash Only
This bat is used to strengthen top hand in your soft toss and tee drills.

LENGTH: 25�   WEIGHT: 23oz  �  AVAILABLE COLORS: All 17 colors

FLAT BAT (FB) - Available in Ash or Maple
This bat is used for teaching the player to stay in the hitting zone (hot zone) longer. This is a favorite

training bat of several pros.  �  AVAILABLE LENGTHS: 30� - 34�  �  AVAILABLE COLORS: Black only

EXTENSION TRAINER (ET) - (Baseball/Softball) - Maple Only
This bat is great for developing full extension in the batter�s swing.

LENGTH: 34�   WEIGHT: 26oz

AVAILABLE COLORS: 17 Half-dip colors - see chart on inside back cover



ENGRAVED  LETTERS - 16 letter limit

LASER BRANDED
Adult/Youth sizes (3 line limit)

17� Laser Branded �Fat Bat� (3 line limit)

18� Laser Branded �Skinny Bat� (2 line limit)

BABY ANNOUNCEMENT BATS
Includes full name, place of

birth, date, time of birth,

length & weight at birth.

Available in Baby Blue,

Pink, & Natural

COMMEMORATIVE SERIES (CS)

RAISED LETTERS - 12 letter limit



Bat Holder 2 Bat Holder 30� Bar Stool 24 Bat Holder

48 Bat Holder

Ball Holder

Ball/Glove/Bat
Holder

Black Cherry Flame Coat Natural

Black Burnt
Orange Cherry Carolina

Blue
Flame
Coat Green Maroon Natural Navy

Orange Purple Red Royal
Blue Smoke Unfinished

Ash
Unfinished

Maple White Yellow

Two-Tone - Combine any of the above colors to create your own two-tone bat.




